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“NOT EVERYONE WHO SAYS TO ME, ‘LORD, LORD,’ 
WILL ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, BUT 

THE ONE WHO DOES THE WILL OF MY FATHER 
WHO IS IN HEAVEN”(MATT 7:21). CHRIST’S TRUTH 

REMAINS UNALTERABLE IN CENTURIES AND 

DIFFERS FROM THE ANY OTHER “TRUTH” ABOUT 

CHRIST OF MODERN NEOPAGANISM
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Abstract

Religious truth came by Jesus Christ; therefore everything that we do religiously
must be authorized by the Lord. The description of the true Christian is very short and
simple. A true Christian is a person who walks by faith. Christians have both the obligation
and the privilege to walk by the unalterable truth of God. We must seek to establish
God’s authority for what we are to believe and do in all religious matters. All things
done by Christians must be done “in the name of Christ” or “by the authority of Christ.”
Today, some other truths appeared. “Truth” which serves modernity and has characteris-
tics of neopaganism. Many Christians reject the Truth of Christianity and follow the
“truth” of neopaganism. Can these two truths can be compromised? Should a Christian
put into practice the teachings of modern world which lead him away to christianity?
Can we as christians serve two masters? In this paper we are going to examine how a
Christian should avoid the sirens of modernity in order not be trapped in neopaganistic
customs and ethics.
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Introduction

At the dawn of the twienth-first century, a Christian has to
face the sirens of modernity. Many Christian and mainly the
Orthodox refuse to accept customs and challenges of globalization.
For this reason they are accused as fontamentalist, dinosaurs of
Christianity, as Amis. The religious Orthodox Christian who are




